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How To Use This Guide 

This guide describes the changes made in EFI Pace version 27.11. The first part of the guide describes the new 
feature and enhancement updates to the EFI Pace system, while the second part of the guide lists the defects 
repaired in version 27.11. 

Before you upgrade your EFI Pace system to version 27.11, read the descriptions of the changes made to all the 
modules that you plan to use. Also read about the minimum system requirements and review any changes with 
other system users, as applicable. If you have any questions about how the changes may affect you or about 
changes that you must make to your system before you upgrade your system, please contact your EFI Pace 
Support representative.  

Contact Information 

EFI Support 

US Phone: 800.624.5999 (option 3) 

US Fax: 904.564.9691 

US Email: Pace.Support@efi.com  

EU Email eu.missupport@efi.com 

UK Phone: 0.800.783.2737 (option 3) 

EU Phone (+) 49.2102.745.4500 (option 3) [+ is your international access code {011 in US}] 

EFI Customer 
Care Site 

https://customer.efi.com/support 

Use the EFI Customer Care site to report issues, as well as to track the status of issues you reported. 

Important You need a user name and password to log into the EFI Customer Care site. 
Please contact your Customer Support representative to create an account for 
you. 

Regular US Service Desk hours are 8:00 AM to 8:00 PM Eastern Time, Monday – Friday, excluding holidays. 
Outside of these hours, you may leave a voice mail message for an on-call support representative. 

Regular UK Service Desk hours are 08:30 to 17:30 GMT, Monday – Friday, excluding holidays. Regular EU 
Service Desk hours are 08:30 to 17:30 CET, Monday – Friday, excluding holidays. 

Note For problems involving infrastructure (i.e., computers, networks, operating systems, backup software, 
printers, third-party software, etc.), contact the appropriate vendor. EFI cannot support these types of 
issues. 

EFI Professional Services 

US Phone: 800-624-5999 (option 6) 

US Fax: 651.365.5334 

E-Mail: ProServices@efi.com 

EFI Professional Services can help you perform EFI software installations, upgrades, and updates. This group 
can also help you implement, customize, and optimize your EFI software plus offer a range of training options. 

 

 

mailto:Pace.Support@efi.com
mailto:eu.missupport@efi.com
https://customer.efi.com/support
mailto:ProServices@efi.com
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Version 27.11 Enhancements 

This section summarizes the system enhancement updates in EFI Pace version 27.11 by module, including the 
corresponding issue number. Refer to the “Version 27.11 Fixed Defects” topic for detailed descriptions of all defects 
repaired in this version of EFI Pace. 

Framework 
[PACE-18254] 27.11-359 
The following fields are no longer auditable by default in the Object Model Browser: 

 Company.numberOfSystemNotifications 

 EstimateQuantity.dirty 

 JobCost.jobPlan  

 EstimateQuantityContributionAnalysis.contribution  

 JobCost.postingStatus  

 JobPlan.previousTask  

 JobPlan.nextTask  

 JobPlan.printFlowForm  

 JobPart.jobCost01 

 InventoryItem.qtyAllocated  

 JobPartFinishingOp.estimateSource  

 JobPlan.scheduledFlag  

 EstimateFinishingOp.hours  

 EstimateInk.units  

 EstimateFinishingOp.quantity  

 EstimateFinishingOp.units 

Accounts Payable 
[PACE-13601] 27.11-261 
The Supplier Purchases Analysis report (supplier-purchases-analysis.rpt) now includes the new Run By 
Calendar Year parameter. When you select Yes in this field, the report displays January as the first month in the 
header and December as the last month. When you select No in this field, the system obtains the current fiscal 
year from the General Ledger Setup and displays the month of the first period for the accounting year as the first 
month for the report, followed by the next 11 months in order.  

Important: If you select No in the Run By Calendar Year field, you must select the month that corresponds to 
your accounting period in the General Ledger. (You can use a PaceStation inquiry or navigate to each of the 
accounting periods for the year. If the month name is not established, the months appear as 01, 02, 03, etc.)  
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Bank Reconciliation 
[PACE-9547] 27.11-272 
The Last Reconcile Date field on the Bank Account Detail page now reflects the ending date of the most 
recently balanced bank statement.  

Customization Toolkit 
[PACE-21071] 27.11-1255 
You can now use the QR barcode (Zxing) supported by i-Net in Crystal Clear versions 12.1 and higher in EFI 
Pace. 

Data Collection 
[PACE-3325] 27.11-54 
When you enter ganged activities, the system now displays a warning message that identifies any invalid job 
parts.  

Estimating 
[PACE-23312] 27.11-1142 
The Estimate Add page displays the grain direction fields for buy size and run size only when the buy size or run 
size is forced. 

[PACE-13552] 27.11-622 
The Estimate Press Detail pop-up page now includes a field for grain direction. Please note that if you force the 
run size on an Estimate Press record, you must also force the grain direction of the run size. If you do not force 
the run size, the system populates the grain direction based on the buy size grain direction, adjusted as needed 
for cut down run sizes. 

 

[PACE-8859] 27.11-607 
The Grain Specification field now appears on the Estimate Quick Entry Add page. 
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[PACE-19445] 27.11-576 
When you reconvert an estimate to a job, EFI Pace updates the job materials with linked purchase orders if the 
job material did not change or if the job material planned quantity increased, rather than creating a new job 
material.  

[PACE-14056] 27.11-56 
When you convert an estimate to a job, the system now includes an estimate's file attachments and links on the 
resulting Job record.  

Inventory 
[PACE-18951] 27.11-421 
EFI Pace now displays similar units of measure (Purchasing UOM or UOM) across pages throughout the system, 
and the Inventory Item Vendor Detail page now includes the Carton Qty field to enable carton-based vendor 
pricing. 

 

PaceConnect 
[PACE-5836] 27.11-528 
EFI Pace now includes a PrintServices setup tool (Administration>System Setup> Price List Quoting> 
PrintService Setup) you can use to streamline configurations between PrintServices objects, Quote Item Types, 
Inventory Items, and Job Part Item Template links.  

PaceConnect-Auto-Count 
[PACE-17443/PACE-20743] 27.11-719 
EFI Pace now includes a more robust method for handling Auto-Count sign in/sign out for Data Collection. The 
Employee Time record now includes the Pending Sign Out field to indicate to the production manager that, after 
the employee signed out from Auto-Count, the record includes open transactions for review. 

The Data Collection module now includes an "Active Cost Cost Center" inquiry that provide a breakdown of data 
collection by cost center. 

The Employee Time record also includes additional tabs for reviewing linked job and material activities and any 
Auto-Count-initiated data collection sessions.  
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PaceConnect-Metrix 
[PACE-22614] 27.11-950 
The system no longer displays a message indicating Metrix is disabled when licensing and the Metrix 
PaceConnect record are active. 

[PACE-22587] 27.11.948 
You can now send mailing jobs to Metrix when the job includes a Metrix-enabled press. 

[PACE-21699] 27.11-830 
EFI Pace now sends the spine thickness (spine size) to Metrix for the cover part of a perfect bound product.  

[PACE-18186] 27.11-766 
The system no longer changes the buy size of an inventory item used on an estimate or job.  

[PACE-13837] 27.1-663 
The system no longer includes an inventory item's vendor as part of the item's primary ID.  

[PACE-17400] 27.11-620 
EFI Pace no longer includes mailing and/or finished goods job parts in the MXML file.  

[PACE-8445] 27.11-560 
In the Metrix integration, when the system calculates estimates that include coating, EFI Pace sends only valid 
presses that can coat.  

[PACE-13133] 27.11-564 
EFI Pace now creates a separate Metrix product for any estimate and/or job with a component type "Other."  
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[PACE-19623] 27.11-533  
The Metrix PaceConnect record now automatically triggers the "SyncAll" process when Metrix is licensed and the 
the PaceConnect is active. The PaceConnect also triggers the "SyncAll" process when you upgrade your 
system.  

[PACE-19132] 27.11-516 
The system now retains the finishing spoilage for the job part when performing a Metrix Edit. The system 
redetermines the press makeready and run spoilage for the job part press form based on the available values on 
the job part press form. The system does not include ink or ink coverage press spoilage adjustments, as that 
information is available only in the estimating context.  

[PACE-19336] 27.11-508 
System administrators can define the default language for the PaceConnect-Metrix integration as follows: 

1) To define the default language for Metrix JAR error messages (generated from Metrix and displayed in EFI 
Pace), on the Company Setup tab of the Company Detail page, select values in the Language and Language 
Region fields. 

2) To define the language used by the Metrix GUI, navigate to the Metrix User Preferences and select the 
desired language.  Metrix  

Please note that you can also define the base currency on the Company Setup tab of the Company Detail page.  
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[PACE-18977] 27.11-506 
If configured on the Estimate Setup Detail page, when you enter a bound self-cover estimate on the Estimate 
Add Quick Entry page, the system adds any operations with a binder only to the first estimate part within the 
estimate product.  
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[PACE-8571] 27.11-493 
When you use Metrix to determine layouts, the system can now include parts on separate layouts if you enable 
the Separate Layout field to prevent ganging within the same estimate or job.  
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[PACE-18960] 27.11-481 
The system no longer attempts to launch the Metrix application if the job is not MXML-ready.  

[PACE-18961] 27.11-480 
Administrators can now easily extract the outbound EstimateQuantity object and/or Job object MXML(s) from the 
Metrix PaceConnect record.  

 

[PACE-19185] 27.11-467 
The system now includes the color bar allowance in communications with Metrix and includes a color bar 
allowance in the Metrix layout if you set the Gripper Color Bar field to Both or Color Bar Only. Additionally, the 
Gripper Color Bar field appears on the Print tab of the Job Part Detail page.  

[PACE-17530] 27.11-417 
EFI Pace now displays only "Active" press run methods for each press.  

[PACE-17857] 27.11-411 
The system now sends the estimate part description and the job part description to Metrix to better identify the 
parts.  
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[PACE-17398] 27.11-361 
The Estimate Quick Entry Add page now includes the Use Pace Calculations field, which enables you to select 
whether you want to use the EFI Pace optimization, rather than the Metrix functionality, to calculate print layouts.  

 

Fixed Assets 
[PACE-19853] 27.11-749 
The Master Asset List report (fixedasset-list.rpt) now better displays the details from the fixed assets.  

[PACE-12620] 27.11-219 
The system updates only the cost basis (Capital Cost Basis) of an asset when the posted transactions are 
acquisitions.  

Item Templates 
[PACE-18396] 27.11-405 
Item templates can now create child objects against any parent object in the Job Object Hierarchy, not just those 
specified using the parent line within the item template or implied by the level of the item template.  

Job Billing 
[PACE-13150] 27.11-87 
The Job Billing Worksheet report (jobbilling-job-worksheet.rpt) now lists all cost records created as actual costs 
when you converted the estimate to the job.  

PaceConnect-Metrix 
[PACE-12885] 27.11-915 
When you convert an estimate to a job, the system now retains on the job the data you edit in the Metrix GUI. 

PaceConnect-Printable 
[PACE-21969] 27.11-1054 
The PaceConnect-Printable Web Services integration now includes the following two new configuration features, 
both located on the Defaults tab of the Printable Web Service PaceConnect record. Please note that to properly 
leverage the new configuration options, your Printable Administrator must make corresponding configuration 
changes within Printable.  

1. EFI Pace administrators can now configure the new Pull Item Template ID From field to leverage the value 
specified in Product ID of the incoming XML file as the lookup for the EFI Pace item template. 

2. EFI Pace administrators can now configure the Pull Job Part Description From field to leverage the "SKU 
Name" option, which populates the job part description based on the incoming XML file value for "SKU 
Name." 
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PaceConnect-PrintFlow 
[PACE-17857] 27.11-460 
The system now correctly processes "Percent Complete" messages from EFI Pace to PrintFlow for wide-format 
jobs.  

PaceConnect-PrintStream 
[PACE-21093] 27.11-706 
PrintStream and EFI Pace now share the Weight field on an inventory item.  

[PACE-19853] 27.11-695 
EFI Pace now supports the PayPal and Zero Payment methods from PrintStream.  

[PACE-932] 27.11-633 
To support backordered PrintStream jobs, EFI Pace now enables the Partial Bill field without closing the job 
when the PrintStream orders are not in a complete status. It is recommended that you use a "Partial Bill" job 
status when you create such an invoice. The system selects the "Completed" job status for PrintStream jobs on 
the PrintStream PaceConnect record.  

[PACE-2711] 27.11-567 
When you post an invoice in EFI Pace, EFI Pace now sends a message to PrintStream to update the amounts 
invoiced for the order. The new InvoiceSource object captures the origin of the invoice prices. 

Purchasing 
[PACE-20356] 27.11-949 
You can now edit the Vendor Part Number field on the Purchase Order Line Add page. 

[PACE-13969] 27.11-669 
When you create a purchase order from a job material, the system now copies the paper caliper to the purchase 
order line and displays the paper caliper in the Paper section of the Purchase Order Line Detail page.  

[PACE-14009] 27.11-545 
The system now correctly updates the Purchased Quantity field on the Job Material Detail page when you 
change the purchase order. If you placed a purchase order for a job material before this change, the Autocreate-
PO feature now suggests that you order the missing quantity. When you reconvert an estimate to a job, EFI Pace 
updates job materials with linked purchase orders if the job material did not change or if the planned quantity for 
the job material increased.  

[PACE-12270] 27.11-514 
If you define vendor costs on an Inventory Item record, the system uses these costs when you use the inventory 
item on the Job Material Detail page, Estimate Paper Detail page, Purchase Order Auto-Create page, and when 
you create new purchase order lines. EFI Pace uses special UOMs (M, C, CW) that enable you to buy per sheet 
with a price per 1000-sheets, 100-sheets or hundredweigh. For these UOMs, EFI Pace clearly indicates the 
purchasing quantity UOM and purchase pricing UOM. Additionally,  the Purchase Order Line Add and Detail 
pages were redesigned to provide a clearer structure, and the purchase order "Pick" widget now displays more 
relevant information to help you find the correct PO number.  

[PACE-17391] 27.11-504 
You can now edit both the purchase order ID number and PO number. 

[PACE-18950] 27.11-450 
The Inventory Item Detail page now displays the [Create New PO] and [Add to Existing PO] buttons. When 
you click [Create New PO], EFI Pace now displays the new Purchase Order Line Add New From Inventory Item 
pop-up page, and when you click [Add to Existing PO], EFI Pace now displays the new Purchase Order Line 
Add From Inventory Item pop-up page. Additionally, the system displays the Purchase Order Line Add New From 
Inventory Item page, even if you did not specify a default vendor for an inventory item.  
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Documentation 

For clarity and consistency across all EFI Productivity Suite documentation, the EFI Pace Known Issues report 
has been discontinued. Please refer to the current Release Notes report and Online Help system for all EFI Pace 
release information. 

The Online Help system now includes the following end-to-end workflows for the EFI Pace Productivity Suite 
v3.0: 

- Digital StoreFront - EFI Pace - EFI Pace Scheduler 

- Digital StoreFront - EFI Pace - EFI Pace Scheduler - Auto-Count - SmartLinc Process Shipper 

- Digital StoreFront - EFI Pace - EFI Pace Scheduler - SmartLinc Process Shipper 

- Digital StoreFront - EFI Pace - Metrix 

- Digital StoreFront - EFI Pace - Metrix - EFI Pace Scheduler 

- Digital StoreFront - EFI Pace - Metrix - PrintFlow - Fiery Central 

- Digital StoreFront - EFI Pace - Fiery Central - SmartLinc Process Shipper 

- Digital StoreFront - EFI Pace - PrintFlow - Fiery Central - SmartLinc Process Shipper 

- Digital StoreFront - EFI Pace - PrintFlow - Fiery XF 

- Digital StoreFront - EFI Pace - SmartLinc Process Shipper 

- Digital StoreFront - PrintStream - EFI Pace 

- Digital StoreFront - PrintStream - EFI Pace -PrintFlow - Fiery Central SmartLinc Process Shipper 

- EFI Pace - EFI Pace Scheduler - Fiery 

- EFI Pace - Metrix - Fiery Central 

- EFI Pace - Metrix - PrintFlow - Auto-Count 

- EFI Pace - Prinergy - Auto-Count 

- PrintStream - EFI Pace -EFI Pace Scheduler - SmartLinc Process Shipper 

Additionally, the Online Help system includes updates to the following guides: 

- Accounts Payable Usage 

- Bank Accounts Reconciliation Usage 

- Data Collection Setup 

- Data Collection Usage 

- Digital StoreFront Setup 

- Estimating Setup 

- Estimating Usage 

- Introduction to EFI Pace 

- Inventory Setup 

- Inventory Usage 

- Item Templates Setup 

- Job Billing Usage 

- Job Control Center Usage 

- Metrix Setup 

- Metrix Usage 

- Other System Administration 

- PrintStream Usage 

- Purchasing Usage 
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Version 27.11 Fixed Defects 

This section summarizes the defects fixed in EFI Pace version 27.11 by module, including the corresponding issue 
number and fix version. Refer to the “Version 27.11 Enhancements” topic for detailed descriptions of all enhancement 
updates in this version of EFI Pace. 

Framework 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-23516 The system now runs a normal vacuum on Sundays, rather than a full 
vacuum. 

27.11-1190 

PACE-22584 The system no longer displays the system information page when you 
launch a report for the first time after upgrading the system and clearing 
your browser's cache.   

27.11-942 

PACE-19420 When EFI Pace is down, the page refreshes in an increasing pattern of 
time (pattern of 1, 3, 5, 10, 30, and 60 seconds) until it reaches the 
maximum, and then refreshes every minute. 

27.11-509 

 

User Interface 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-11240 The system now correctly displays data when you click the [Back], 
[Forward], or [Duplicate Tab] buttons in the User Interface, even if you 
use a Google Chrome browser. 

27.11-1250 

PACE-12935 The Parameters tab on the Object Usage tool now displays a height of 
20 (instead of 3) for objects and fields. 

27.11-24 

 

Accounts Payable 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-23569 The ACH Payment file now reflects the correct data. 27.11-1225 

PACE-23453 The ACH Payment file now displays the correct block count value. 27.11-1152 

PACE-23028 The system now recalculates the bill line when you change any of the 
values in the Quantity, Unit Price, or UOM fields. 

27.11-1019 

PACE-13275 You can now set a purchase order line to "Taxable" and link it to 
Accounts Payable without error, even if the line does not include sales 
tax rates. 

27.11-719 

PACE-13053 The system now includes all 16 characters of the "Reference" field on a 
single line of the check stub when you print AP checks (print-check-
form.rpt). 

27.11-679 

PACE-13039 The Canadian version of the AP Check report (ap-check-report.rpt) now 
displays the correct date format. 

27.11-661 

PACE-17559 The Remittance Advice report (remittance-advice.rpt) now correctly 
displays the amount paid from the bill payment. 

27.11-661 

PACE-13506 When you record an instant check that includes a discount, the system 
correctly records the bank account in the Bank Reconciliation module. 

27.11-330 
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Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-17839 The Top 10 Vendors report (top-10-vendors.rpt) now displays the 
correct percentages in the vendor graph. 

27.11-184 

PACE-13236 The instant check stub no longer displays an invalid $1.00 amount in 
the Discount column. 

27.11-104 

PACE-13066 The system no longer displays voided checks on the Supplemental 
Check Stub (supplemental-check-stub.rpt). 

27.11-96 

PACE-16244 The Instant Check report (instant-print-check-form.rpt) no longer 
displays a comma in the check number. 

27.11-65 

 

Accounts Receivable 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-23428 The BACS file now displays correct values for the BillPayment 
@Amount. 

27.11-1140 

PACE-23304 You can now enter a new deposit line without error. 27.11-1134 

PACE-23279 You can now enter payments that have payment lines containing 
fractional cent amounts without error. 

27.11-1077 

PACE-18440 The Sales Commission report (sales-commission-report.rpt) now 
displays the full 10-digit invoice number without truncating the last digit. 

27.11-334 

PACE-13548 The Sales YTD data on the Balance Info tab of the Customer Detail 
page now includes only those sales categories configured to include in 
the sales amount. 

27.11-284 

PACE-17941 You can now email invoices from a custom Receivables List page 
(created from an EPS query) without error, even if the page uses the 
primaryKey field instead of the primary ID. 

27.11-279 

PACE-17541 You can now email invoices from a custom Receivables List page 
(created or edited from an EPS query) without error, even if you select 
both open and closed receivables. 

27.11-279 

PACE-11067 You no longer receive an error requiring a sales category when you 
enter a deposit, and the system prompts you for a GL Account when 
you enter a miscellaneous receipt. 

27.11-353 

PACE-12204 The system now displays the correct amounts and counts on the 
Payment Batch List page, even if you move payments between 
batches. 

27.11-159 

PACE-17311 The system now displays the correct value in the "Ave Payment Days" 
field on the Balance Info tab of the Customer Detail page. 

27.11-154 

PACE-13248 When you add VAT Sales Category Tax Rate records to a Country 
record, the system now correctly applies the country default values. 

27.11-117 

PACE-13556 When you enter four job bills for one invoice number, the system now 
displays one line for all the jobs on the in Sales Tax report (sales-tax-
report.rpt). 

27.11-102 

PACE-14016 When you change a prospect to a customer, EFI Pace now correctly 
unchecks the box in the Prospect field on all Contact records 
associated with the customer if you enabled the Auto Update feature. 

27.11-35 

PACE-13512 The [Add to Same Batch] button now appears on the Cash Receipts 
page. 

27.11-15 
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Admin Console 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-22118 The system no longer refreshes the sample database when a value for 
MASTERIP exists within the appliance properties. 

27.11-832 

PACE-13373 The Live Update process no longer refreshes the sample company data 
when the database is setup as a standby server (MASTERIP has a 
value in the appliance.properties.) 

27.11-58 

 

Bank Reconciliation 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-13595 The system now correctly totals outstanding debits on the Bank 
Account Reconcile report (bankaccount-reconcile.rpt). 

27.11-225 

PACE-14138 The system now applies bank line amounts to active Bank Account 
records only, even if an inactive Bank Account record uses the same 
GL account as an active Bank Account record. 

27.11-151 

 

CRM 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-17781 
PACE-18366 

The system now populates the default CRM Activity Type and Activity 
Status now based on the values you enter on the CRM Setup Detail 
page. Please note that this requires that you download and reinstall the 
EFI Pace Ribbon. 

27.11-296 

PACE-13945 When you email an Invoice report (invoice.rpt), the system now adds 
the correct contact information. Additionally, the EFI Pace adds only 
one activity if the system includes duplicate email addresses for 
contacts. 

27.11-207 

 

Customization Toolkit 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-22950 You can now use the 2D barcode (PDF417) supported by i-Net in 
Crystal Clear versions 12.1 and higher in EFI Pace. 

27.11-1255 

PACE-22442 When you process an EFI Pace job shipment in Process Shipper, the 
system no longer duplicates the Ship To job contact when the Update 
Ship To feature is disabled in Process Shipper. 

27.11-944 

PACE-13851 The appliance properties now includes the new "a new 
TIMESYNCTOHOST" property, which enables the VMWare toolbox 
timesync utlitity (after you run the refresh configurations). 

27.11-633 

PACE-17750 The User-Defined Includable Form no longer displays a "Null Pointer 
Error" if you do not override a standard form. 

27.11-563 

PACE-12974 The system now properly produces on-demand sub-reports. 27.11-558 
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Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-13040 You can now use newly added user-defined fields in Crystal Clear 
Designer customer reports without error. 

27.11-341 

PACE-13030 You can now access a custom list page that filters by open jobs when 
you use a User Defined Object with a foreign key defined to the job 
status. 

27.11-163 

PACE-13532 You can now configure only one event for an event handler, and the 
[Add] button is no longer available after you add the first event to the 
event handler. 

27.11-119 

PACE-14133 The default Job Updated email template now includes a function 
$field.getType() to prevent errors when you create templates from this 
original template. 

27.11-102 

 

Data Collection 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-13916 Google Chrome no longer auto-fills stored user names in the Stop 
Time field on the Employee Detail page. 

27.11-536 

PACE-17244 The system now displays an appropriate "Check again" warning 
message if you stop an activity and leave the Prod Unit/Description 
and Begin count/End count fields blank, then select Yes in the 
Complete field. 

27.11-222 

PACE-17491 When you log into Data Collection and click [Pull Materials], the 
system now displays the location or bin information when you enter a 
job number and click [Show Materials]. 

27.11-171 

PACE-12743 You can now use the "smart search" feature on the Job Cost Add page 
in the Data Collection module. 

27.11-27 

 

EFI Pace 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-22625 The system now retains the information in the address fields on a 
Contact record, even if you uncheck the box in the Auto-Update field. 

27.11-1032 

 

EFI Pace Mobile 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-17462 The Estimate Add page now properly updates fields based on the value 
you select. 

27.11-581 

 

EFI Pace Scheduler 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-19455 When you hover on a task on the Gantt chart or Schedule page, the 
popup/data grid (respectively) now includes accurate information on 
how much is completed and how much remains for the particular task 
based on the initial planned quantity. 

27.11-614 
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Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-13414 When EFI Pace sends a system security group update to EFI Pace 
Scheduling for a security group that already exists in EFI Pace 
Scheduling, EFI Pace no longer enables the 'Full Access' group 
permissions to EFI Pace Scheduler. 

27.11-258 

 

Estimating 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-23719 When you change the pages on an estimate product created with a 
composite product, and add new parts, the system adds the new parts 
with all quantities used on the related parts. 

27.11-1241 

PACE-23553 The system now displays the correct quantity value of cutting on a 
finishing operation when you set the max weight value of cutting to null. 

27.11-1234 

PACE-23476 You can now change press event workflows on an estimate using 
different presses for primary and secondary without error, even if you 
do not set the run size. 

27.11-1186 

PACE-23378 The system no longer changes the run size grain direction whenever 
you recalculate an estimate. 

27.11-1153 

PACE-23435 You can now reconvert an estimate to an existing job without error. 27.11-1148 

PACE-23261 The system now populates the grain direction when you enter a valid 
buy size and run size value, regardless of whether you use the legacy 
UOM feature. 

27.11-1126 

PACE-23256 You can now edit the run size or grain direction on the Estimate Press 
Detail page without error. 

27.11-1125 

PACE-23314 The Estimate Parts grid now reflects any changes you make to the 
"New # of Total Pages Including Cover" field on the Estimate Product 
Detail page. 

27.11-1101 

PACE-22347 When you reconvert a duplicated estimate to an existing job (from the 
job derived from the parent estimate), the system now creates the 
appropriate job plans. 

27.11-1100 

PACE-21615 When you convert an estimate calculated with Metrix and items ganged 
together, the system creates the paper job materials with the correct 
planned quantity. 

27.11-1073 

PACE-23263 The system now calculates the default quantity, which is defined in the 
outside purchase template and not the estimate quantity. 

27.11-1070 

PACE-7674 When you convert a multi-web estimate to a job, the system now 
creates the correct job parts and job part press forms. 

27.11-1070 

PACE-22687 The system now uses the buy size, run size, and grain settings from the 
job product type setup by default. 

27.11-1062 

PACE-23232 You can now reconvert an estimate to a job without error, even if you 
delete an estimate part. 

27.11-1058 

PACE-23121 When you add a press to an estimate, you can now edit the Run Size 
Grain field. 

27.11-1043 

PACE-23145 You can now enter an estimate with a shipping operation based on 
weight in conjunction with a job product type associated with a 
composite product. 

21.11-1032 
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Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-23118 You can now use the Product Preview Entry page to enter an estimate, 
even if the job product types have a specified buy size and grain. 

27.11-1025 

PACE-22806 You can now use a press event workflow on a secondary press without 
error. 

27.11-998 

PACE-22465 When you change the quantity and reconvert an estimate with a web 
press with multiple press forms to an existing job, the system now 
produces the correct paper results per the quantity you select, without 
any discrepancies in the Sheet Off Press column. 

27.11-971 

PACE-22704 You can now add a finishing operation to an estimate that contains 1-25 
quantities without error. 

27.11-967 

PACE-22739 The system now populates the side allowance value of the press on the 
Estimate Press Detail page. 

27.11-967 

PACE-22190 When you force a press in an unforced estimate, the system no longer 
multiplies the side allowance. 

27.11-940 

PACE-22576 When you upgrade to EFI Pace version 27.11-951 or higher, the 
system now sets estimates with forced run sizes to run equal buy sizes 
for the grain direction as expected. 

27.11-931 

PACE-13721 The system now uses "Plain Text" for the email body, as indicated in 
the quote email template. 

27.11-770 

PACE-20798 You should review any estimates you set up for use with 
integrations (such as DSF) if you forced the estimate run size for 
any reason. In prior versions, a forced run size used the same 
grain indicator as the estimate paper, which may produce the 
expected result. When you upgrade your system, however, the 
system sets the grain direction on the estimate press to the value 
from the estimate paper, which may result in changes to the 
number of press sheets from buy, prepress cutting, etc. 

27.11-767 

PACE-17469 The system now displays the message, "Press [" + press + "] rejected 
because paper type is not supported by press, for buy candidate [+ 
candidate]," rather than incorrectly indicating that the paper type is 
sheetfed and the press is web. 

27.11-729 

PACE-11944 The system now calculates press speed levels based on active press 
type speed variables. 

27.11-615 

PACE-13828 You can now add non-paper inventory items to the finishing materials 
on the Estimate Part Detail page. 

27.11-605 

PACE-13715 When you add a part from an existing part, system no longer retains 
any material information from the previous part's settings. 

27.11-434 

PACE-23063 The system now displays the correct sales tax percentage on the 
Contribution Analysis page when you manually override the quoted 
price on an estimate. 

27.11-412 

PACE-13199 The system now includes side allowances in press optimizations. 27.11-383 

PACE-11742 You can now reconvert an estimate to a job, even if you deactivate a 
job project associated with the job. 

27.11-364 

PACE-18446 The system no longer uses the company data from the parent estimate 
as the default on a duplicated estimate. 

27.11-358 

PACE-17438 When you force the number of wash-ups on an estimate, the system 
now retains the value when you recalculate the estimate. 

27.11-350 
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Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-6531 When you change the spine size of a fold pattern on an estimate, the 
system no longer rounds up the value. 

27.11-348 

PACE-14000 After you change the Estimate Convert Price Display Method toPer 
Each Price and enable the Bills Part Together feature, system now 
correctly displays the total price when you convert the estimate, rather 
than a quoted price of $0. Additionally, for two-part estimates, if you 
uncheck the box in the Bills Parts Together field, the system displays 
each individual price for the two estimate parts and the total price. 

27.11-303 

PACE-18236 The system now creates a new  GL Batch with a WIP transaction when 
you convert an estimate to an existing job that contains job costs, and 
you enabled the Auto Post feature for job costs on the General Ledger 
Setup Detail page. 

27.11-295 

PACE-17611 The system now sorts the drop-down list for the Composite Product 
field on Product Preview Entry page alphabetically by name, similar to 
the Estimate Add page. 

27.11-190 

PACE-9406 You can now enter an estimate that contains both printing and buyout 
parts without error. 

27.11-185 

PACE-12875 You can now use a press that does not utilize the Sheetwise run 
method without error. 

27.11-124 

PACE-13408 The system now prints the details of the Quote Letter (quote-letter.rpt) 
on the first page, rather than leaving the first page blank. 

27.11-147 

PACE-6192 The system now correctly calculates the register and make-ready times 
on the estimate press plate based on the number of plates. 

27.11-131 

PACE-8979 The system now correctly calculates the maximum weight from the 
cutter for post-press cutting lifts. 

27.11-125 

PACE-12970 You can now reconvert an estimate with a newly added estimate part to 
an existing job with posted job costs. 

27.11-89 

PACE-14077 The [Update & Go To Next] button now works properly on the 
Estimate Finishing Operation Detail page, even when you change the 
value in the Use Production Type Workflow field. 

27.11-47 

PACE-13050 The system now displays the magnifying glass icon on the Estimate 
Product Detail page. 

27.11-42 

PACE-14027 You can now add a quote letter to an estimate without error. 27.11-22 

PACE-13511 When you manually add a prepress or finishing operation to an 
estimate outside of the workflow used, the XPath formulas now produce 
results on the quote letter. 

27.11-20 

PACE-11950 The secondary press for a press event now uses the correct size based 
speed levels. 

27.11-2 

 

General Ledger 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-17600 When you run the Income Statement report (income-statement.rpt) and 
select No in the Include Cents parameter, the report no longer displays 
decimal values. 

27.11-254 
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Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-17599 The system now correctly processes the value you enter in the Include 
Cents? (Y/N) report parameter on the Balance Sheet report (balance-
sheet.rpt). 

27.11-254 

PACE-13124 The General Ledger Trial Balance report (trial-balance.rpt) now uses 
the current month by default. 

27.11-223 

PACE-17531 The General Ledger Trial Balance Report (trial-balance.rpt) no longer 
truncates the date for two-digit months and days. 

27.11-223 

 

Inventory 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-12685 You can now uncheck the box in the Track Quantity field for an 
inventory item without error, even if the item includes a large volume of 
inventory lines. 

27.11-300 

PACE-18199 EFI Pace now displays employee time with the latest dates first (i.e., 
from the most recent to the oldest.) 

27.11-261 

 

JDF-Fiery 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-17709 The Fiery server no longer requires any authentication to download the 
report file if you set the comment URL type to "Report" or "Report 
Package." You can also use the same for automatic banner page 
printing on the Fiery Central. 

27.11-161 

Job Billing 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-23494 When you reverse an invoice, the system no longer attaches an invoice 
on the Attachments tab. 

27.11-1208 

PACE-23272 The system now imports both the first and second parts of the job for 
the Digital StoreFront order to the invoice. 

27.11-1117 

PACE-23270 When you change the Tax Distribution field on the Invoice Detail page 
from Auto Calculate to Manual, the system now retains the value you 
enter in the Tax Distribution Tax Amount field instead of resetting it to 
zero. 

27.11-1074 

PACE-22825 You can now reverse the invoice with sales tax on a web-to-print job 
without error. 

27.11-1043 

PACE-22859 You can now manually force the Tax Distribution Amount field without 
the system recalculating the amount from the TDS tax rates. 

27.11-1003 

PACE-22826 The Invoice report (invoice-format2.rpt) now displays decimal points 
correctly. 

27.11-990 

PACE-22720 The address on the Invoice report (invoice.rpt) now fits in the window of 
a #10 envelope. 

27.11-981 

PACE-21959 You can now post an invoice for a job with an item linked to estimate 
without error. 

27.11-860 
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Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-21089 For freight-only invoices (invoices with a zero amount line item) that you 
create with Tax Data Systems, EFI Pace now properly calculates 
shipping tax for the state, even if the tax base for the distribution is 
zero. 

27.11-678 

PACE-17461 The Invoice Summary Report (jobbilling-invoice-summary.rpt) now 
correctly displays large values for sales tax and total line amounts. 

27.11-535 

PACE-18271 The system now displays the Pick button on the job billing Sales 
Distribution grid of the Chargeback Account record. 

27.11-355 

PACE-6398 The system now uses "CWT" when calculating an extended amount on 
the Job Billing Worksheet report (jobbilling-job-worksheet.rpt). 

27.11-269 

PACE-17697 The system now displays the proper discount amount on the Reprint 
Invoice report (invoice-reprint.rpt). 

27.11-147 

PACE-17440 The header on the Debit/Credit Memo report (debitcredit-memo.rpt) 
now displays "Credit Memo" when the adjustment value is a credit. 

27.11-138 

PACE-13366 You can now enter a new invoice from the Job record without error. 27.11-80 

PACE-13624 The system now generates Invoices only for active auto-invoicing items. 27.11-76 

PACE-13143 You can now reverse an invoice without error. 27.11-73 

 

Job Control Center 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-23384 When you upgrade your system to v27.11, the data converter now sets 
null job part press forms or a job material run size grain to match the 
buy size grain. 

27.11-1108 

PACE-22642 You can now use the vendor Pick widget on the Job Materials Detail 
page to select a vendor. 

27.11-1019 

PACE-21639 When you create an estimate from a job, the system now retains the 
correct UOM on inventory items used as job materials. 

27.11-788 

PACE-13568 The Job Jacket report (jobcontrol-jacket.rpt) now prints or suppresses 
the job part content files based on the option you set in the "Display 
Content Files?" field on the Report Detail page. 

27.11-286 

PACE-18230 The Stock Ticket report (jobcontrol-stock-ticket.rpt) now displays the full 
60-character description without truncating any description. 

27.11-270 

PACE-17936 The Stock Ticket Report (jobcontrol-stock-ticket-v2.rpt) now prints the 
"Basis/Caliper" field value in bold letters. 

27.11-270 

PACE-13834 You can now add a finished goods job without error. 27.11-143 

PACE-13279 The Finished Goods Job Jacket report (jobcontrol-fin-goods-jacket.rpt) 
now prints the correct carton details under the Shipment section without 
duplicating entries. 

27.11-143 

PACE-10559 On the Invoice Detail page, if you delete a change order line, the 
system now disables the Billed field  on the Change Order Detail page. 

27.11-139 

PACE-17936 The Finished Goods Job Jacket report (jobcontrol-fin-goods-jacket.rpt) 
now prints the barcode in the header and no longer prints the debug 
labels. 

27.11-96 
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Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-13278 The Finished Goods Job Jacket report (jobcontrol-fin-goods-jacket.rpt) 
now prints the state description you enter on the Country Detail page. 

27.11-89 

 

Job Costing 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-13353 The system now processes the job cost as unbilled on the COGS report 
(cogs-report.rpt) only if the job cost does not include a date expensed 
and an associated invoice. 

27.11-584 

PACE-17966 The WIP Detail report (jobcost-wip-detail-report.rpt) now prints the data 
without any issues and Crystal Clear no longer crashes when you run 
the report. 

27.11-267 

 

Job Shipments 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-22639 The system no longer duplicates the job contact when you reselect and 
update a job shipment's Ship To contact, even if the Auto Update 
feature is enabled. 

27.11-1080 

 

Licensing 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-14019 The Ignore User Limit Until field now works properly. 27.11-171 

 

Multi-Company 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-20335 If you use the Multi-Company feature and log into a company other than 
the main company, you can now access the Show Related 
Attachments/Links page for the same company. 

27.11-602 

PACE-14137 When you change the manufacturing location on an Estimate or Job 
record, EFI Pace cascades this change to the record's products and 
parts. 

27.11-436 

PACE-22043 You can now add a subscribing company without error. 27.11-1 

 

PaceConnect 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-23684 The system now includes two decimal places for the cents on the GBP 
BACS file instead of six. 

27.11-1249 

PACE-21537 The Maximum Queued Executions for a PaceConnect is now 5,000 to 
allow the system to sync for more items. 

27.11-746 
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PaceConnect-Auto-Count 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-12953 You can now convert a multi-web estimate into a job without error. 27.11-1081 

 

PaceConnect-Digital StoreFront 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-18923 The system now correctly processes partial shipments when you 
process EFI Pace job shipments that contain job products from Process 
Shipper. 

27.11-1 

PACE-20655 The system now correctly sends DSF orders that use an "Other 
Account" payment method from DSF to PrintStream to EFI Pace in the 
Order XML. 

27.11-1 

 

PaceConnect-Metrix 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-23572 The system now includes "Each of" amounts for required sheets in 
Metrix edits and correctly updates job materials when you commit the 
layout to the job. 

27.11-1229 

PACE-23480 When you change the price level on an estimate that uses Metrix to 
generate layouts, the system correctly updates the estimate parts costs. 

27.11-1220 

PACE-23578 The system now displays the proper run size and layout for a forced 
imposition from an EFI Pace-calculated estimate then used with a 
Metrix calculation. 

27.11-1217 

PACE-23511 When calculating an estimate using Metrix calculations, the system now 
selects valid presses that can run the product. 

27.11-1212 

PACE-22802 You can now use Metrix Edit on a job with an inventory item paper 
without error. 

27.11-1200 

PACE-23431 You can now use calculate estimates with EFI Pace, then Metrix, 
without error. 

27.11-1192 

PACE-23477 You can now use Metrix to edit a layout from an estimate without error, 
even if it includes a press event. 

27.11-1175 

PACE-21728 When you use Metrix calculations on estimates, the system now sends 
the correct planned quantity to job materials when you convert the 
estimates, even if the the paper rounding is forced. 

27.11-1172 

PACE-23478 The system now correctly calculates estimates when you switch 
between EFI Pace calculations and Metrix calculations, even if you set 
the estimate to "Stagger OK." 

27.11-1170 

PACE-23434 The Metrix MXML now updates the job layout as expected. 27.11-1165 

PACE-23387 You can now use a paper inventory item on a combo job and edit the 
job in Metrix, and the system successfully changes the job when 
committing it back to EFI Pace. 

27.11-1115 
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Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-23346 The system now maintains the correct job material buy size grain and 
planned quantity for the paper after you complete a Metrix edit. 

27.11-1110 

PACE-23172 The system now correctly displays the layouts when you run the Job 
Jacket report (jobcontrol-jacket.rpt) for a job with Metrix layouts. 

27.11-1100 

PACE-22838 When calculating an estimate using Metrix, the system now uses the 
correct paper data to determine whether to use coating for a part. 

27.11-1083 

PACE-23222 You can now use Metrix to calculate estimates without error, even if a 
part was imported from another estimate. 

27.11-1056 

PACE-23004 You can now click [Create Estimate and Convert] on a job edited in 
Metrix without error. 

27.11-1049 

PACE-23142 When you edit jobs with Metrix, the system now sets the paper planned 
quantity with the correct number of run size sheets from the buy size. 

27.11-1041 

PACE-23149 When you click [Metrix Edit] on a job, the system displays only open 
job parts in the Metrix GUI. 

27.11-1038 

PACE-22522 When you use Metrix to calculate an estimate, the system no longer 
displays an error that indicates 0 press sheets from the buy size. 

27.11-978 

PACE-22606 You can now click [Metrix Edit] on a Job record in EFI Pace to launch 
the Metrix application without error. 

27.11-937 

PACE-21957 The system now uses the Press ID instead of the JDF Device ID to 
identify presses sent to Metrix from EFI Pace. 

27.11-836 

PACE-13186 You can now edit jobs in the Metrix GUI, even if your username 
includes a space. 

27.11-755 

PACE-21079 The system no longer displays a Metrix estimate calculation press error  
due to buy size grain. 

27.11-663 

PACE-13550 The Metrix integration now properly attaches the layout image(s) to 
combo jobs created from manually ganged jobs. 

27.11-645 

PACE-13527 You can now edit an estimate with two parts through Metrix and then 
recalculate it in EFI Pace without error. 

27.11-571 

PACE-18968 When calculating estimates using Metrix, the system uses only valid run 
methods for each press based on the number of inks on the estimate 
and the press capabilities. 

27.11-559 

PACE-17965 The Metrix PaceConnect record now successfully syncs inventory item 
additions and updates, as applicable. 

27.11-539 

PACE-17308 Metrix now correctly calculates a saddle stitch operation that uses a 
binder. 

27.11-524 

PACE-18056 The system now longer displays the [Metrix] or [Metrix Edit] buttons 
on the job if the job type includes a "Mailing" job jacket type. 

27.11-509 

PACE-18979 When EFI Pace recalculates an estimate that was previously calculated 
in Metrix, the system now correctly resets the costs for each part. 

27.11-494 

PACE-13868 The system now updates coating units and costs with respect to the 
estimate part. 

27.11-494 

PACE-18471 When you enter a paper in EFI Pace with special characters in its 
description, Metrix now correctly displays the description. 

27.11-493 

PACE-19332 The system can now calculate an estimate using Metrix without error. 27.11-491 
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Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-18938 The system no longer displays an error when reading the MXML file. 27.11-469 

PACE-12865 The system now removes from the Metrix database any user you delete 
from EFI Pace. 

27.11-461 

PACE-11603 Metrix jobs now remain as bound jobs when ganged. 27.11-439 

PACE-17685 The system no longer requires Metrix Edit to display correct layouts. 27.11-429 

PACE-18380 You can no longer edit Component Descriptions and Notes in Metrix. 27.11-417 

PACE-19082 You can now click [Metrix Edit] to open an EFI Pace job in Metrix 
without error. 

27.11-409 

PACE-13412 You can now click the Metrix button to generate an MXML without error. 27.11-405 

PACE-17464 You can now use the Metrix Calculation feature to calculate an estimate 
with ganged parts. 

27.11-347 

PACE-18207 When adding a new paper, the system now correctly updates the paper 
in the Metrix database. 

27.11-322 

PACE-13530 The system no longer rounds up decimal measurements for Metrix 
layouts committed to an EFI Pace job. 

27.11-316 

PACE-13160 
PACE-17777 

You can now click [Metrix Edit] in EFI Pace to open a ganged job 
without error. 

27.11-280 

PACE-12452 When you duplicate a press, the system no longer enables the 
duplicate press for Metrix or sets a JDF Device ID by default. 

27.11-89 

PACE-13858 Metrix calculations now override user changes to a layout if a standard 
layout can be applied when you recalculate an estimate. 

27.11-1 

 

PaceConnect-PrintFlow 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-17789 Data Collection users can now print the Time Sheet report 
(datacollection-daily-time-sheet.rpt) when logging in from Printflow 
Web. 

27.11-207 

 

PaceConnect-PrintStream 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-23487 When sending a sales order from PrintStream to EFI Pace that uses an 
item template set to create job plan records, the system now correctly 
populates the resulting job plan record with the data included on the 
item template line. 

27.11-1184 

 

Performance 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-22302 The system now loads the Finishing Operation Add page at a faster 
rate. 

27.11-969 
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Price List Quoting 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-13670 You can now run the Print Quote Confirmation report (pacequote-quote-
confirmation.rpt) without error. 

27.11-64 

 

Purchasing 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-23535 When you create a new, or modify an existing, purchase order from a 
job material with an activity code, the system now correctly populates 
the activity code on the purchase order line. 

27.11-1231 

PACE-23305 The system now retains the unit of measure (UOM) from the job 
material when you create a purchase order. 

27.11-1097 

PACE-23344 You can now create a purchase order from a job material without error. 27.11-1095 

PACE-22836 When you create a new paper purchase order directly from a job, the 
system now correctly converts the paper-related fields. 

27.11-1012 

PACE-22964 You can now select a purchase order receipt without error. 27.11-1008 

PACE-22770 The system no longer enables the Paper Sheet field for non-paper 
inventory items on a purchase order. 

27.11-977 

PACE-22685 You can now create a purchase order from the job part outside 
purchase by clicking the [Add] context button on the Create Purchase 
Order page, even if your user ID is tied to the "Sys Purchasing" system 
group. 

27.11-960 

PACE-22660 The system now populates the Unit Price when you enter a purchase 
order for an inventory item. 

27.11-959 

PACE-22312 The system now displays a valid warning message if you use an 
inactive vendor when you create a PO. 

27.11-886 

PACE-21365 The system now populates the GL Account field on the Purchase 
Order Line Add page. 

27.11-704 

PACE-20787 The system now populates the bin on the Purchase Order Line Add 
page. 

27.11-686 

PACE-12736 When you add a purchase order line of a "Manual" line type with a 
UOM of "CWT," and unchecked the box in the Display Paper Info field 
on the PO Setup Detail page, the system now displays following 
warning message "Check Again : Enable DisplayPaperInfo in POSetup 
and enter MWeight. MWeight is required when UOM is CW." 

27.11-548 

PACE-23011 The system now displays the correct unit price, even if you change the 
UOM from "EA" to something else and then back to "EA." 

27.11-414 

PACE-18170 You can now check the Reviewed field on the Auto Create PO page for 
any job without error. 

27.11-279 

PACE-12984 When you create a purchase order for an inventory item, the system 
now populates the purchase order with the vendor's default UOM. 

27.11-275 

PACE-13475 The Purchase Order Detail page now displays the extended price for 
line items, even if you enter an UOM of "weight type," check the box in 
the Paper Sheets field, and do not include paper details in the line 
item. 

27.11-258 
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Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-17560 When you add a PO line, the system accepts changes you make to the 
GL account number before you click [Add]. 

27.11-248 

PACE-13346 The system now populates the Tax Amount field on the Purchase 
Order Line Detail page when you enter a Value in the Tax Base1 field 
and press [Enter]. 

27.11-230 

PACE-13108 The system now correctly pulls the activity code through the inventory 
item 

27.11-228 

PACE-13129 You can now set the default balance sheet department on the purchase 
order line for a balance sheet GL account. 

27.11-215 

PACE-13733 You can now rapidly enter a vendor ID using a FireFox browser without 
error. 

27.11-93 

PACE-13179 The system now updates and receives the purchase order line with 
serial IDs/previously received serial IDs. 

27.11-83 

PACE-13303 When you add an inventory purchase order line type, the system uses 
the GL account from the inventory item by default. 

27.11-39 

 

Radius Portal 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-13857 The Invoice Detail page now displays the Tax and Total Invoice fields. 27.11-507 

PACE-19149 You can now search by sales order on the Invoice List page without 
error. 

27.11-485 

PACE-19000 The [Execute] button no longer appears on the Radius Portal 
PaceConnect Detail page. 

27.11-485 

 

Reporting 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-13159 The system now properly updates the Report Size and Report 
Orientation fields when you add, update, or delete a new report file 
with a different page size layout. 

27.11-231 

PACE-12327 The system no longer ignores prompted user input for parameters or 
prints a blank page on a report. 

27.11-142 

PACE-13189 When you enable the "Report Parameter" field and disable the "Print 
Logo" field, the system no longer displays a logo on letterheads when 
you click [Print Report]. 

27.11-54 

 

System Security 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-17884 The system now retains system user's passwords in the sample 
company when you refresh the sample data from the Admin Console. 

27.11-291 

PACE-13371 Members of the "Sys Inventory User" security group can now add 
inventory line items to an inventory transaction. 

27.11-230 
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System Setup 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-22407 The system now correctly configures changes you make to DNS 
settings in the appliance properties. 

27.11-954 
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System Specifications 

Hardware and Software 

For details of the EFI Pace system requirements, please refer to the following: 

 EFI Pace Physical Appliance Upgrade Guide, distributed with your EFI Pace physical appliance server 
(if applicable.) 

 EFI Pace Virtual Appliance Upgrade And Operating System Update Guide, provided if your EFI Pace 
system uses a virtual machine (VM). 

 Introduction to EFI Pace Reference Guide, located in the EFI Pace Online Help system. 

PaceConnect Integrations 

EFI Pace is integrated with the following other EFI products. Be sure to install the version of the product 
supported for EFI Pace v27.11 and follow the specific installation instructions for that product. Refer to the 
“Integrated EFI products certified for use with EFI Pace” topic in the Online Help system for a list of products and 
versions currently certified for use with EFI Pace. 

 Auto-Count/PlantManager 15.2.1.5 (with PrintFlow integration) 

 Digital StoreFront 8.4.0.21552 

 EFI Pace Scheduler 15.1.1.99 

 Metrix 20150217 

 Online Print Solutions (OPS) 15.2.0-2655 

 PrintFlow Connector 14.2.24.1 

 PrintFlow (Foundation) 14.2.40.0 

 PrintFlow Website 14.2.2.304 

 PrintStream 15.2.073115 

 EFI Process Shipper 7.0.3 
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Database Changes 

You should run the Version Compare Tool in the EFI Pace Admin Console before you upgrade your EFI Pace 
system. This tool enables you to view all the changes made to the database in EFI Pace version 27.11 since 
your last upgrade. Because these changes may affect custom jobs or reports in your system, you should check 
and modify any customizations as necessary to match the new database schema. 

To compare versions of EFI Pace, do all of the following: 

1 Navigate to the EFI Pace Admin Console main page and click on the Customization Tools tab, then 
click Version Comparison Tool.  

Tip: Refer to the Admin Console guide in the EFI Pace Online Help system for information on how to log into the 
EFI Pace Admin Console and additional details. 

The New Version Compare Tool page appears. 

2 Do all of the following: 

 In the Current Version field, select your current version of EFI Pace. 

 In the Version Upgrading To field, select the version of EFI Pace to which you want to upgrade. 

 Click [Get Differences]. 

The New Version Compare Tool page refreshes, with a list of differences between the two version of 
EFI Pace that you selected, including new, modified, and removed fields and objects. 


